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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY 

STATE OF  GEORGIA 

 

 

FRUIT STREET HEALTH INC.  

Plaintiff, 

v. 

SHARECARE, INC., 
                                                                   

Defendant. 

: 

: 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
CIVIL ACTION No. ________________ 
 

COMPLAINT 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 

 

COMPLAINT 

 
Plaintiff Fruit Street Health Inc. d/b/a Fruit Street Health (“Fruit Street” or “Plaintiff”) 

alleges as against Defendant Sharecare, Inc. (“Sharecare” or “Defendant”) the following. 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Fruit Street developed a proprietary Diabetes Prevention Program (“DPP”) that 

gained full recognition status by the Center for Disease Control (“CDC”).  

  

2. Fruit Street partnered with Sharecare to permit Sharecare to deliver the DPP to 

Sharecare’s enterprise and provider clients.  

3. In its S-1 filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) on July 21, 

2021, Sharecare described the partnership as follows:  

  

•   Diabetes Prevention Program. An interactive, telehealth-based weight loss program that 
can be accessed by our members through our partnership with Fruit Street Health. The 12-
month program helps participants lose 5-7% of their body weight with the goal of 
significantly reducing the risk of developing Type 2 diabetes and associated chronic 
diseases. This innovative program uses the same diabetes prevention curriculum 
developed by the CDC. 
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4. The SEC filing described Fruit Street and the DPP as one of “[a]n array of value-

added proprietary and partner-powered solutions that integrate directly into our flagship platform 

… for enterprise and provider clients to purchase for their populations." 

5. Sharecare branded the DPP as “Scale Back”. 

6. Sharecare contractually agreed that Fruit Street would be the one and only DPP 

marketed and sold to Sharecare’s clients. 

7. Sharecare commonly refers to Fruit Street as its “partner”, but its actions have 

demonstrated otherwise.  

8. At the start of the “partnership”, the only enterprise client (health plan/employer) 

to whom Sharecare distributed the Scale Back DPP was CareFirst -- a Blue Cross Blue Shield plan 

with 3 million members.  

9. Thereafter, Fruit Street sold Delta Airlines on the DPP. Rather than contracting 

with Delta directly and doubling its revenue, Fruit Street fostered the “partnership” by successfully 

convincing Delta to contract under the Sharecare program. 

10. Sharecare did not bring any other enterprise clients to the program. 

11. Despite its promises of “partnership” and exclusivity, Sharecare surreptitiously 

was developing its own competing DPP using Fruit Street’s trade secrets. 

12. At the same time, Sharecare began to curtail, and in many instances, completely 

stopped marketing the Scale Back DPP to its enterprise clients, causing enrollments to drop from 

more than 20K in 2021 to around 9K in 2022.  

13. On January 1, 2023, Sharecare launched a competing DPP with its first enterprise 

client, Delta Airlines, under the brand name “Eat Right Now”.  

14. Since launching the Eat Right Now DPP, Sharecare has removed the Scale Back 
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DPP from its marketing website and replaced it with the Eat Right Now DPP. 

15. Sharecare represented in press releases and advertisements that the Eat Right Now 

DPP is “recognized” and “approved” by the CDC. In doing so, Sharecare falsely and/or 

misleadingly represented that the Eat Right Now DPP had gained full CDC recognition.  

16. Sharecare’s actual CDC status is “pending recognition”.     

17. Sharecare has continued to aggressively market and sell the Eat Right Now DPP in 

lieu of the Scale Back DPP. 

18. These marketing efforts have led to Sharecare’s usurpation of corporate 

opportunities and the conversion of the Delta Airlines enterprise account from Scale Back to Eat 

Right Now. 

19. As a direct and proximate result of Sharecare’s breaches of contract, breaches of 

fiduciary duty, and theft of trade secrets, Fruit Street was downgraded from full to preliminary 

recognition status with the CDC and is now on the brink of financial ruin.    

PARTIES 

20. Fruit Street is a healthcare service provider and public benefit corporation 

organized under the laws of Delaware with its principal place of business at 6800 Jericho 

Turnpike, Suite 120W Syosset, NY 11791. 

21. Defendant Sharecare, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with offices at 255 E. Paces 

Ferry Road, Suite 700, Atlanta, GA, 30305. Its registered agent is CT Corporation System, 289 S. 

Culver Street, Lawrenceville, GA, 30046-4805.  

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

 

22. Jurisdiction and venue are proper in Fulton County, Georgia because the parties’ 

contract contains a venue provision which subjects the parties to jurisdiction and venue in this 
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Court. 

23. Moreover, Defendant has offices and conducts business in Fulton County, Georgia. 

FACTS 

 

CDC Recognition Process 

24. The CDC established the Diabetes Prevention Recognition Program (“DPRP”) as 

part of the National Diabetes Prevention Program (“NDPP”). 

25. The DPRP provides information to people at high risk for type 2 diabetes, their 

health care providers, and payers about the location and performance of organizations offering the 

NDPP.  

26. The purpose of the DPRP is to recognize organizations that have demonstrated 

their ability to effectively deliver the evidence-based NDPP.  

27. The recognition program helps to assure that decisions about participant eligibility, 

program content, and data collection and reporting that could lead to health insurance benefits are 

based on accurate, reliable, and trustworthy information. 

28. The NDPP is designed to help the 96 million Americans living with prediabetes to 

avoid developing Type 2 diabetes, an expensive healthcare condition.   

29. The NDPP has been proven to help individuals with prediabetes reduce their risk 

for Type 2 diabetes by more than 58% based on Medicare-funded research published in the New 

England Journal of Medicine.   

30. Any organization that has the capacity to deliver the National DPP may apply for 

recognition. 

31. The DPRP awards three categories of recognition: pending, preliminary and full 

recognition.  
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32. Organizations are required to submit data every 6 months on all ongoing cohorts 

regardless of recognition status achieved. 

33. Organizations will be evaluated for preliminary and full recognition only at the 

time of required data submissions.  

34. To be eligible for an evaluation, organizations must have submitted data on at least 

one completed cohort.  

35. A cohort is considered complete when 365 days have lapsed since the first session 

of that cohort was held. 

Fruit Street’s DPP Achieved Full Recognition Status 

36. Laurence Girard is Fruit Street’s founder and Chief Executive Officer. 

37. Fruit Street is a public benefit corporation.   

38. Unlike traditional C-Corporations, whose primary interest is maximizing 

shareholder value, public benefit corporations balance stakeholders’ pecuniary interests, the 

interests of those who are involved and affected by the corporation, as well as the advancement of 

their intended public benefit goal for improving society.  

39. Fruit Street’s shareholder base consists of more than 500 physicians, who invested 

in the company and want to improve the health of the public through delivery of Fruit Street’s 

diabetes prevention program.  

40. On or about July 12, 2019, Fruit Street’s DPP achieved full recognition by the 

CDC.  

41. In doing so, Fruit Street successfully demonstrated that its DPP reduced the risk of 

developing type 2 diabetes by showing that at least 60% of all completers achieved at least one of 

the following outcomes: 
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a. at least 5% weight loss 12 months after the cohort began or 

b. at least 4% weight loss and at least 150 minutes/week on average of physical 

activity 12 months after the cohort began or 

c. at least a 0.2% reduction in HbA1C 

42. Once an organization meets the requirements for full recognition, it retains that 

status indefinitely, provided that it continues to submit the required data every 6 months and is 

able to re-achieve the requirements for full recognition within 3 years of first achieving it and then 

at least every 3 years thereafter.  

Fruit Street Licenses its DPP to Sharecare 

43. On October 12, 2019, the parties entered into a written contract, pursuant to which 

Sharecare licensed the Fruit Street DPP product and hired Fruit Street to provide Fruit Street DPP 

services (“Agreement”). 

44. Fruit Street agreed to private-label the Fruit Street DPP as a Sharecare branded 

product.  

45. Fruit Street spent millions of dollars in connection with this process. 

46. The Agreement between Fruit Street and Sharecare was for an initial term of 3-

years with three additional 1-year options.  

47. The Agreement has since been extended and modified through a series of five 

amendments. 

48. Section 2.1 of the Agreement is titled “Exclusive Provider” and provides as 

follow: “Sharecare agrees that the Fruit Street DPP Services will be the exclusive services offering 

when Sharecare, Sharecare Customer or Individual Participant are utilizing the Fruit Street DPP 

Product.”  
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49. Given that Sharecare offered other lifestyle coaching programs that are not CDC 

recognized diabetes prevention programs, Section 2.1 permitted Sharecare to develop its own “live 

class teaching solution, asynchronous teaching solution or other solution, assuming all are 

divorced from use of the Sharecare DPP Product.” (emphasis added). 

50. Thus, the Agreement is clear in that Fruit Street’s DPP Product would be the 

exclusive DPP Product marketed and sold by Sharecare during the term of the Agreement. 

Sharecare Failed to Deliver Scales at the Time of Enrollment 

51. The Agreement requires that a scale be sent to each participant in the program at 

the time of enrollment.  

52. Specifically, Section 2.4 of the Agreement is titled Devices and provides as 

follows: 

Fruit Street and Sharecare will negotiate with device vendors 
to obtain the best price possible on scales and activity 
trackers that integrate with the Sharecare DPP Product. Fruit 
Street will be responsible for purchasing and delivering the 
devices to the Sharecare Customers and/or Individual 
Participants. The cost of the devices will be passed onto 
Sharecare and in no event will the cost of the scale exceed 
$50 per unit. Fruit Street recommends the scale as a necessity 
and the activity tracker as optional based on Sharecare’s 
Customer budget and preference; the Fruit Street mobile 
application can be used as a pedometer. 

53. Moreover, the Second Amendment to the Agreement states in Section 2.0 titled, 

Tasks and Activities, that: “All members who enroll in the DPP program will be sent a digital 

scale to be used as the only weight collection data point for the program.” (emphasis added). 

54. The Agreement and amendments thereto make clear that scales will be issued to 

100% of members at the time of enrollment.  

55. Fruit Street’s compensation under the program is largely tied to each participant’s 
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weight loss success. 

56. For instance, for each participant that enrolls under the program, Fruit Street 

receives $100. Fruit Street can then earn an additional $100 upon the completion of three 

additional milestones with a maximum payment of $400 per enrollee.   

57. The scales are instrumental to both Fruit Street’s compensation under the 

Agreement and its continued CDC recognition.  

58. Fruit Street cannot earn revenue for milestones 2, 3, or 4 if the participant is not 

given a scale, and its ability to meet these milestone is substantially reduced if the scale is not 

given at the time of enrollment. 

59. At the start of the Agreement, Fruit Street sent Body Trace cellular scales to every 

participant at the time of enrollment.  

60. Sharecare subsequently changed this process (over Fruit Street’s objection) to 

reduce operational costs of the scale. 

61. Sharecare took over the scale portion of the contract and immediately substituted 

the Body Trace cellular scale for an inferior and less costly bluetooth scale (“Fitbit scale”). 

62. Sharecare also stopped sending scales to participants at the time of enrollment, 

opting instead to require participants to request the scale.  

63. As a result of these changes, fewer than half of all participants actually received a 

Fitbit scale.  

64. Even when participants did request a scale, they often did not receive their Fitbit 

scale until the 2nd or 3rd class because of delays in Sharecare providing scale codes to participants 

and giving them access to the Fitbit storefront. Also, many participants were on a “do not email 

list”, and thus, they never received an email from Sharecare offering them the opportunity to claim 
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a scale.    

65. Sharecare representatives later admitted to Laurence Girard that they made a 

mistake and promised to fix the problem, but nothing was ever done to correct these serious issues.  

66. Sharecare’s decision to take over device selection proved disastrous to the 

program. 

67. During the time that Body Trace scales were being sent to participants at 

enrollment, approximately 50% of the users lost 5% of their weight.  Since the change to the Fitbit 

scale, the number dropped to 9%. 

68. As of September 1st, 2022, Sharecare’s decision to not issue scales to 100% of 

participants at the time of enrollment saved Sharecare approximately $1 million on hardware 

purchases while costing Fruit Street at least $1.7 million in lost revenue. 

69. The change also damaged Fruit Street’s achievement rates to the point that Fruit 

Street recently was downgraded by the CDC from full to preliminary recognition status. 

Fruit Street Discovered that Sharecare was Developing a Competing DPP 

70. On July 15, 2021, Fruit Street and Sharecare executed a fifth amendment to the 

Agreement. 

71. Sharecare deleted the exclusivity provision contained in the original Agreement.  

72. At no point during the negotiations of this fifth amendment did Sharecare disclose 

that it was in the process of developing the Eat Right Now® program generally or that it had plans 

to incorporate that program as part of its own Sharecare branded DPP. 

73. Fruit Street never suspected that its “partner” (and shareholder) intended to 

develop, market and sell a competing program to the exclusion of the Scale Back DPP. 

74. To the contrary, Fruit Street believed that Sharecare would never directly compete 
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against it because doing so would be a clear breach of Sharecare’s fiduciary duties as well as its 

contractual duties to market and sell the Scale Back DPP to the maximum number of participants.  

75. Upon information and belief, less than 3 months after Fruit Street and Sharecare 

executed the fifth amendment to the Agreement, Sharecare started development of the Eat Right 

Now DPP.  

76. Sharecare markets the program on its website as a weight loss program that “helps 

you rewire your brain so you’re easily able to identify stress and emotional eating patterns, reduce 

food cravings, and build sustainable eating habits that feel natural.”  

77. Sharecare has since merged this program with its new Sharecare branded DPP 

which also is named Eat Right Now. 

78. Even before launching the Eat Right Now DPP in 2023, Sharecare marketed Eat 

Right Now as a Diabetes Prevention Program. 

79. Sharecare describes its Eat Right Now DPP as a 12-month program aimed at 

helping participants lose 5-7% of their body weight and significantly reduce the risk of developing 

type 2 diabetes.  

80. Participants can enroll in Eat Right Now DPP by using the Sharecare digital 

platform or calling Sharecare customer service at 855-430-5272. 

81. On or about August 4, 2021, Fruit Street first suspected that Sharecare might be 

developing its own DPP when it saw a job posting by Sharecare for a Project Manager for a 

Diabetes Prevention Program whose primary job responsibility “will be to facilitate a newly 

created Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP), apply for certification, manage coaches, and report 

data to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).” 

82. The job posting further stated that the applicant will: 
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[l]ead and provide oversight for the CDC application process 
to ensure certification for full program recognition as stated 
in the CDC DPRP Guidelines. Act as the organizational 
expert for program implementation consistent with the CDC 
PRP Standards. Participate in technical assistance 
opportunities offered by CDC's DPRP and in quality 
assurance assessments offered by CDC. Notify CDC's DPRP 
of any changes to organizational information or the CDC-
approved curriculum used by the organization following the 
initial application for recognition. Report health metrics and 
individual data to the CDC to ensure DPRP will be met for 
full program recognition on a bi-annual basis. 

83. On August 5, 2021, Laurence Girard emailed Sharecare’s co-founder and CEO, 

Jeff Arnold, to express his serious concerns about the job posting and to seek assurances that 

Sharecare was not planning to compete against Fruit Street with its own branded DPP. 

84. Mr. Arnold responded that same day by stating that he “would not be surprised if 

we have back ups in place to mitigate risk as we do across our entire business but I am not aware 

of job descriptions, etc and will look into it.”  

85. Mr. Girard later received similar assurances from Sharecare representatives that 

any development of a DPP was merely a “back up plan”.  

86. Fruit Street later learned that the job posting was anything but a “back up” plan. 

Fruit Street Learns that Sharecare is Not Marketing the Program 

87. On September 30, 2021, Laurence Girard had a meeting with a member of the 

Sharecare team, Erica Smith. 

88. During this meeting, Ms. Smith showed Mr. Girard a spreadsheet that contained 

all of Sharecare’s enterprise accounts, products, and the status of selling each product into each 

enterprise account. 

89. The spreadsheet revealed that Sharecare was actively marketing its own DPP and 

had all but stopped marketing the Scale Back DPP.  
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90. Column O in the spreadsheet describes a Sharecare product labeled as DPP 

(ERN/Homegrown).  

91. Upon information and belief, this product refers to the development of a DPP to 

replace Fruit Street’s DPP.  

92. Column P in the spreadsheet describes Fruit Street’s DPP program. 

93. Of the 42 enterprise accounts identified in the spreadsheet as potential sources of 

revenue for all Sharecare products, no effort was being made to market the Scale Back DPP to 36 

of them. 

94. Sharecare’s failure to market the program to the vast majority of its enterprise 

clients was and is a clear breach of the Agreement. 

95. Indeed, Section 2.6 of the Agreement, titled Marketing Obligations, provides as 

follows:  

Both Sharecare and Fruit Street realize that among the 
significant purposes of this Agreement is to deliver the 
Sharecare DPP Product and the Fruit Street DPP Services to 
the maximum number of participants who are prediabetic 
and whose lives can be substantially improved by enrolling 
as participants hereunder….  

96. Section 2.6 of the Agreement, titled Marketing Obligations, also requires that 

Sharecare to provide reports to the Fruit Street in writing on a quarterly basis in detail of its 

marketing efforts.   

97. Rather than marketing and selling the Fruit Street DPP, Sharecare was marketing 

and selling its own DPP. 

98. The spreadsheet showed that Sharecare intended to market the Eat Right Now 

DPP to 26 of its enterprise customers over the next 12 months. 
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99. Sharecare then executed this nefarious plan to perfection.  

Sharecare Launches the Eat Right Now DPP 

100. On January 1, 2023, Sharecare’s “back up plan” become a reality when Sharecare 

formally launched the Eat Right Now DPP. 

101. Unlike the Scale Back DPP, the Eat Right Now DPP never gained full recognition 

status by the CDC.  

102. The Eat Right Now DPP has pending recognition status.  

103. Despite this fact, Sharecare continues to lead people to believe that the Eat Right 

Now DPP has gained full recognition.  

104. Notably, on January 9, 2023, Sharecare issued a press release, which stated, in 

relevant part, that:  

Sharecare (Nasdaq: SHCR), the digital health company that 
helps people manage all their health in one place, today 
announced that its new mindfulness-driven Diabetes 
Prevention Program (DPP) has been recognized and 

approved by the CDC. Available exclusively to Sharecare’s 
employer, health plan, and government customers through its 
digital therapeutics marketplace, the CDC-approved 
program launched to eligible client populations on Jan. 1, 
2023. 

(emphasis added). 

105. Sharecare’s advertising and marketing materials for the Eat Right Now DPP is 

knowingly false and/or misleading.   

106. Sharecare is intentionally misleading the public in an effort to unfairly compete 

against Fruit Street and other DPP providers.  

107. And its unfair competition is working. 
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108. For instance, Delta was one of only two enterprise customers for the Scale Back 

DPP. 

109. In or around November, 2022, Fruit Street learned from a Delta employee that was 

participating in the Scale Back DPP that she no longer was eligible for the Scale Back DPP. 

110. This employee  was informed of the following: 

• After December 31st, 2022, you will no longer have access 
to your Scale Back account.  

• If you’d like to save any of your data, you are able to take 
screenshots of your information on your phone or download 
the pages as HTML files on your computer.  

• Eat Right Now will launch in January 2023, and you will be 
able to enroll by logging into your Sharecare profile and 
selecting Achieve > Programs > Eat Right Now. 

• If you’re already received your free scale through the Scale 
Back program, you can easily connect it to the Eat Right Now 
program.  

How does Eat Right Now differ from Scale Back?  

Eat Right now uniquely combines neuroscience and 
mindfulness tools to help you identify the root causes of your 
cravings to change your eating patterns. You’ll have access 
to tools like...We’re excited to announce that Eat Right Now, 
a new weight management program, will be replacing Scale 
Back in January 2023. 

111. Upon informant and belief, Sharecare pursued Delta for over a year to change from 

the Scale Back DPP to its new DPP.  

112. Upon information and belief, Sharecare has since sold the Eat Right Now DPP to 

other enterprise customers that otherwise would have contracted for the Scale Back DPP. 
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113. As a result of Sharecare’s scheme to replace the Scale Back DPP with its own DPP, 

Fruit Street’s revenue dropped substantially. This, in turn, necessitated a series of advances from 

Sharecare to Fruit Street that averaged roughly $75,000 each week. 

114. Sharecare issued these advances for 62 consecutive weeks with the understanding 

that they would through the term of the Agreement.  

115. In February of 2023, the advances abruptly stopped without any advance notice. 

116. Fruit Street literally learned that no more advances would be forthcoming the day 

before payroll was due.  

117. Rather than growing the program, Sharecare throttled its marketing efforts and 

used the advances to keep Fruit Street operational long enough to launch its own DPP.  

118. As Sharecare no longer needs or wants a “partner”, its focus has shifted to 

eliminating a competitor.    

Sharecare Misappropriated Fruit Street’s Trade Secrets in Developing the Eat Right Now 
DPP 

 

119. Section 4.1 of the Agreement is titled Intellectual Property Ownership and 

provides as follows: 

All right, title and interest in the Fruit Street Product, the 
Fruit Street DPP Services, and all websites and mobile 
applications and all documentation with respect to the 
foregoing shall remain at all times with Fruit Street as 
licensor and DPP Provider under this Agreement. 

120. Further, Section 12.6 of the Agreement is titled Confidentiality. This section 

defines “Confidential Information” as “all proprietary information, data, trade secrets, business 

information, regulated data…and other information of any kind whatsoever that (a) a Party 

discloses, in writing, orally or visually, to the other Party or to which the receiving Party obtains 
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access in connection with the negotiation and performance of this Agreement….” 

(“Confidentiality Provision”). 

121. The Eat Right Now DPP was developed using Fruit Street’s confidential and 

proprietary program. 

122. Defendant, using the confidential and proprietary information protected by the 

Confidentiality Provision in the Agreement, created its Sharecare DPP that directly competes with 

Plaintiff’s Scale Back DPP. 

123. The information used by Defendant to create and market Eat Right Now is not 

information that is publicly available.  The information used by Defendant was obtained through 

disclosure by Plaintiff because of the Agreement the parties entered.   

124. Defendant also utilized information protected by the Agreement and Georgia law 

to identify and solicit enterprise customers who would be unknown to Defendant in the absence of 

the Agreement between the parties.   

125. The similarities between the programs include, among other things: 

• Both are diabetes prevention programs; 

• Both are participating in the CDC’s Diabetes Prevention Recognition Program; 

• Both issue a wireless scale from Sharecare at enrollment by the participant; 

• Both issue an activity tracker after two weeks of engagement; 

• Both use the identical milestone-based billing model;  

• Both have a clinical goal of helping users lose 5-7% of their weight to reduce their 

risk for Type 2 diabetes; 

• Both include a dedicated digital coach; 

• Both include live weekly classes; 
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• Both include community support-connect with others who are also on their weight 

loss journey; 

• Both are compatible with Apple Health, Google Health, and Fitbit trackers; 

• Both are Available via web, iOS and Android; 

• Both are 12-months programs; 

• Both use the identical enrollment process; 

• Both have the same medical eligibility criteria; 

• Both can be accessed within the Sharecare digital experience via the Achieve 

section by selecting Programs and then selecting the program (Eat Right now vs. 

Scale Back); 

• Both are available to Sharecare's employer, health plan and government customers 

through its digital therapeutics marketplace. 

• Both integrate/use the CDC’s existing PreventT2 curriculum; 

• Both take a whole human approach, addressing both mental and physical factors to 

reduce craving-related eating and foster sustainable, positive eating habits that stick 

over time; 

• Both take an evidence-based mindfulness-driven approach that can enable behavior 

change for the better, for good, including those who may be pre-diabetic; 

• Both have step-by-step guidance to empower and encourage users; 

• Both have bite-size easy to consume information that’s convenient for any busy 

schedule; 

• Both have multichannel coaching with certified weight loss coaches (digital chat-

based coaching and weekly live calls); 
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• Both have a compassionate peer community facilitated by trained experts; 

• Both have evidence-based tools to manage cravings and build skills; 

• Both have an integrated smart scale and activity tracker; and 

• Both have digital engagement accelerators such as nudging, progress tracking, and 

more.  

COUNT I 

BREACH OF CONTRACT 

 

126. Plaintiff incorporates the foregoing paragraphs as if set forth at length herein.  

127. Fruit Street and Sharecare are parties to an Agreement and five amendments.  

128. None of the amendments changed Sharecare’s obligations with respect to 

marketing and selling the Scale Back DPP to its enterprise customers, or its obligation to provide 

a digital scale to any and all participants in the program at the time of enrollment. 

129. Sharecare breached the Agreement by taking over responsibility for issuing the 

scale, including but not limited to, its decision to stop providing scales to all participants at the 

time of enrollment as required by the Agreement. 

130. Sharecare has been on notice of this breach for over two years, and despite recently 

agreeing that it made a mistake, it still has not corrected the problem. 

131. Sharecare also continues to breach its obligation to properly market the program to 

maximize the number of participants. 

132. It further breached the Agreement by not permitting Fruit Street to market the 

program on its own as is contemplated by Section 6.1 of the Agreement, which provides as 

follows: 

Each of the Parties shall have the right, upon written request 
and approval to include a reference to the existence of this 
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Agreement on the Parties’ respective websites, in marketing 
literature and communications, labeling and in other 
promotional materials, and may issue press releases, upon 
written request and approval, regarding this Agreement. 

133. Sharecare has consistently and unreasonably withheld consent to Fruit Street’s 

multiple requests to issue press releases and other promotional publications. 

134. Yet, Sharecare issued a press release when it launched its own competing DPP that 

included false claims of CDC recognition. 

135. Sharecare also failed to comply with its obligation to provide quarterly marketing 

reports. 

136. Sharecare never provided marketing reports despite numerous requests by Fruit 

Street that it do so. 

137. Upon information and belief, Sharecare’s refusal to provide marketing reports is 

due to the fact that Sharecare dialed back its marketing efforts when it began developing its own 

DPP.  

138. An internal Sharecare spreadsheet confirms that with respect to 36 of  42 enterprise 

accounts, Sharecare was not undertaking any marketing efforts relative to the Fruit Steet DPP.  

139. The same spreadsheet confirms that Sharecare was marketing its own Eat Right 

Now DPP to 26 of these 36 accounts. 

140. Upon information and belief, Sharecare was marketing its own DPP program to 

enterprise account customers before the fifth amendment to the Agreement was executed. 

141. The removal of the exclusivity clause as part of the fifth amendment does not give 

Sharecare the right to develop, market and sell its own competing DPP. 
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142. By marketing and/or selling its own competing DPP, both before and after the fifth 

amendment, Sharecare breached its express contractual duties as well as its implied duties of good-

faith and fair dealing.  

143. As a direct and proximate results of Sharecare’s material breaches of their express 

and implied contractual duties, Fruit Street has suffered substantial direct damages.  

144. These damages have resulted from Sharecare’s gross negligence and/or willful 

misconduct. 

145. At all times relevant, Sharecare acted in bad-faith, thereby entitling Plaintiff to 

recover its expenses of litigation, including reasonable attorney’s fees. 

COUNT II 

BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY 

 

146. Plaintiff incorporates the foregoing paragraphs as if set forth at length herein.  

147. A principal-agent relationship is, of course, fiduciary in character, imposing upon 

the agent the duty to exercise the utmost good faith toward the principal. See, e.g, Reisman v. 

Massey, 84 Ga. App. 796 (1) (67 S.E.2d 585) (1951); O.C.G.A. § 23-2-28.   

148. An agency relationship arises “wherever one person, expressly or by implication, 

authorizes another to act for him. . . .” OCGA § 10-6-1. 

149. “Where a confidential relationship exists, concealment when there is a duty to 

disclose, if resulting in injury is itself actionable fraud.” Scott v. Lumpkin, 153 Ga. App. 17, 19 

(264 S.E.2d 514) (1980). 

150. Sharecare privately and publicly referred to Fruit Street as its “partner”. 

151. Sharecare also is a shareholder in Fruit Street.  

152. Sharecare was authorized and obligated to sell the Scale Back DPP to its enterprise 
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customers. 

153. Sharecare did not require any advance approval from Fruit Street to bind Fruit 

Street to service a new account. 

154. Sharecare at all times relevant hereto acted as a marketing and sales agent for Fruit 

Street under the Agreement and all amendments thereto. 

155. Sharecare and Fruit Street were parties to a confidential agreement for their mutual 

benefit. 

156. Sharecare owed a contractual and fiduciary duty to Fruit Street to market the Scale 

Back Program for their mutual benefit. 

157. Sharecare owed fiduciary duties to Fruit Street that included, among other things, 

not competing against Fruit Street with its own branded DPP. 

158. Sharecare breached its fiduciary duties to Fruit Street by referring to Eat Right Now 

as the Sharecare DPP when it previously referred to Scale Back as the Sharecare DPP.  

159. Sharecare breached its fiduciary duties by, among other things: (1) failing to 

properly market the Scale Back DPP; (2) not providing scales to all participants at the time of 

enrollment; (3) unreasonably withholding consent to Fruit Street’s requests to market the program; 

and (4) marketing and selling the Eat Right Now DPP in lieu of the Scale Back DPP. 

160. Sharecare breached fiduciary duties to Fruit Street by stealing the Delta Airlines 

account and by signing up new enterprise customers for the Eat Right Now DPP that otherwise 

would have signed up for the Scale Back DPP. 

161. As a direct and proximate result of Sharecare’s breaches of fiduciary duty, Plaintiff 

has suffered monetary damages, thus entitling Fruit Street to, among other things, lost profits or 

disgorgement of Sharecare’s profits. 
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162. At all times relevant, Sharecare acted in bad-faith, thereby entitling Plaintiff to 

recover its expenses of litigation, including reasonable attorney’s fees. 

163. Furthermore, Sharecare acted intentionally and/or in reckless disregard to Fruit 

Street’s rights by developing, marketing and selling a competing DPP, thus entitling Fruit Street 

to punitive damages. 

COUNT III 

VIOLATIONS OF GEORGIA TRADE SECRETS ACT,  

O.C.G.A. § 10-1-760 ET SEQ. 

 

164. Plaintiff incorporates the foregoing paragraphs as if set forth at length herein.  

165. Plaintiff’s methods and practices, including formulas, software, patterns, 

compilations, program devices, method, technique, and/or processes relating to its CDC 

recognized DPP constitute trade secrets under O.C.G.A. § 10-1-760, et. seq. 

166. Fruit Street derives independent economic value from its trade secrets not being 

generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who 

can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use. 

167. Fruit Street has undertaken reasonable efforts to maintain the secrecy of these trade 

secrets. 

168. Sharecare had access to Fruit Street’s trade secrets and was obligated under the 

Agreement to maintain their confidentiality. 

169. Sharecare used improper means to misappropriate Fruit Street’s trade secrets in 

developing its own DPP, including breaching its contractual duties and violating its fiduciary 

duties to Fruit Street. 

170. Sharecare has and continues to misappropriate Fruit Street’s trade secrets by 

marketing and selling its own DPP in direct competition with the Scale Back DPP. 
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171. As a direct and proximate result of Sharecare’s misappropriation of Fruit Street’s 

trade secrets, Fruit Street has been damaged. 

172. Sharecare has and continues to usurp corporate opportunities and steal customers 

from Fruit Street. 

173. Pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 10-1-763, Plaintiff is entitled to the actual loss caused by 

the misappropriation of Plaintiffs’ trade secrets and confidential information by Defendant 

including lost profits, the unjust enrichment or the disgorgement of Sharecare’s profits caused by 

such misappropriation.  

174. Because Sharecare’s misappropriation of trade secrets from Fruit Street was done 

willfully or maliciously, Plaintiff is entitled to exemplary damages pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 10-1-

763(b) and to reasonable costs and attorneys’ fees pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 10-1-764.  

COUNT IV 

Recovery of Expenses of Litigation O.C.G.A. § 13-6-11 

 

175. Plaintiff repeats the foregoing paragraphs as if set forth at length herein.  

176. Pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 13-6-11, the jury may allow the expenses of litigation and 

attorneys’ fees as part of the damages where a defendant “has acted in bad faith, has been 

stubbornly litigious, or has caused the plaintiff unnecessary trouble and expense.” 

177. Defendant through their actions alleged and described herein acted in bad faith, 

was stubbornly litigious, or caused the Plaintiff unnecessary trouble and expense with respect to 

the transaction or events underlying this litigation. 

178. Plaintiff therefore requests that its claim for recovery of expenses of litigation and 

attorneys’ fees be submitted to the jury, and that the Court enter a Judgment awarding their 

expenses of litigation and attorneys’ fees pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 13-6-11.  
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Honorable Court: 

A. Enter an order against Defendant on Count I of the Complaint for 

breach of contract, including direct damages in an amount to be 

proven at trial but believed to be in excess of $25 million, pre-

judgment interest, reasonable attorney’s fees, court costs and such 

other relief as to the Court seems just and proper;  

B. Enter an order against Defendant on Count II of the Complaint for 

breach of fiduciary duty, including direct damages in an amount 

to be determined at trial but believed to be in excess of $25 million 

or disgorgement of Sharecare’s profits, a return of all monies paid 

to Sharecare under the Agreement and any amendments thereto, 

punitive damages and reasonable attorney’s fees, pre-judgment 

interest, court costs and such other relief as to the Court seems 

just and proper; 

C. Enter an order against Defendant on Count III for violating 

Georgia Trade Secrets Act, respectively, including lost profits, 

unjust enrichment damages or disgorgement of Sharecare’s 

profits related to Sharecare’s misappropriation of trade secrets, 

along with exemplary or punitive damages, costs of this litigation, 

reasonable attorney’s fees; and 

D. Enter an order against Defendant on Count IV of the Complaint 

awarding litigation expenses and attorneys’ fees pursuant to 
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O.C.G.A. § 13-6-11 and as otherwise allowed by law. 

JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all issues properly so tried. 

Respectfully submitted this 8th day of December, 2023.   
 
/s/ MaryBeth V. Gibson  

MaryBeth V. Gibson 
Georgia Bar No.725843 
N. Nickolas Jackson 
Georgia Bar No. 841433 
The Finley Firm, P.C. 
3535 Piedmont Road 
Building 14, Suite 230 
Atlanta, Georgia 30305 
T: (404) 978-6971 
F: (404) 320-9978 
MGibson@TheFinleyFirm.com  
NJackson@TheFinleyFirm.com 

 

  
/s/ Justin E. Proper  

Justin E. Proper 
Georgia Bar No. 141782 
WHITE AND WILLIAMS LLP 

1650 Market Street  
One Liberty Place, Suite 1800 
Philadelphia, PA 19103-7395 
Phone: 215.864.7165 
properj@whiteandwilliams.com  
 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  

 

 

 


